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Food History of
the Caribbean 
The Caribbean is a rich diverse fusion of different

ethnicities from different parts of the world. This rich

history has been in development for over 5 centuries.

Before the Caribbean were colonied by the various

group i.e Spainish, English,Dutch, French and

Portuguese. There were 3 native tribes who inhabited

such islands. 

The Carib, Arawak, and Taino Indians were among the

first to dwell in the islands. These ancient tribes

combined their native elements with local ingredients

and set the stage for Caribbean cuisine of recent

times. Caribbean tribal foods were a healthy affair

and their daily diet principally comprised of

cassava,corn,sweet potatoes,

callaloo,beans,guavas,pineapples,papaya,fish,conies,i

guanas &crabs . The word barbaque was taken from

the word barbacoa which was the cooking method

used by the Arawk Indians as they used a wooden

grate standing on four forked sticks placed over a

fire. 

The African slaves brought by the Europeans had to

live on the leftovers of their owners, which mainly

consisted of the local staples,pork & pickled fish. The

slaves used their African knowledge of cooking of

Duckunoo and Fufu blended Caribbean ingredients

with the spices they brought with them to give birth to

unique fusion dishes which later became the heart of

Caribbean cuisine.One of these dishes was called

"Rundown" which is a mixture of ingredients which

includes fish, vegetables, a flour dumpling & coconut

milk, heartly &delicious. The famous ‘jerk’ cooking

method of Jamaica was introduced by the escaped

African slaves who cooked wild boars without smoke

in order to keep their hideout place a secret.



Taste of the

Caribbean

0 1 GREEN BANANAS 

Green bananas were a staple

ingredient eaten instead of importing

rice during the WW2.This ingredient is

mainly used in savoury dishes, usually

boiled or grilled & served with meats

and fish. 

0 2 CALLALOO

A vegetable resembling spinach

commonly used in stews, soup, fish

dishes& breakfast options such as

callaloo with saltfish, green banana,

pumpkin, potato and dumpling. 

0 3 COCONUT

From the jely to the flesh this nut is one

of the most common ingredient used or

eaten in the Caribbean. The flesh is used

in desserts & to make coconut milk which

is further used in the rice & peas, curries,

stews & to make coconut oil. 

0 4 CHOCHO 

This vegetable is known as different

names Christophine or chayote, A

member of the squash family, you can

see this ingredient in soups,

escoveitched fish & essential for

pickles.

0 5 DUCKUNOO 

A pudding made from cornmeal or

green banana, coconut,sugar &

spices. It used to be wrapped in green

banana leaves and steamed. 

0 6 NUTMEG

From spice island Grenada to Jamaica

this fragrance spice can be found in

most coking or baking. The tree

produces not only nutmeg but also

mace, it's apricot shape spice is well

protected with it many layers. The

inner flesh is used in oth savoury &

desserts. 



Food History of the

Brazil 

Most of the descendents of the African slaves, who
were brought to Brazil by the Portuguese in the
1500s, live in the state of Bahia. Although Afro-
Brazilian cuisine can be seen throughout Brazil, it
is especially noticed in Bahia, where the people
have kept the culture, food, and Candomblé
religion (a mix of Roman Catholic and African
religions) alive. The Afro-Brazilian cuisine features
malagueta (chili peppers), dendê (palm oil),
seafood, coconut milk, banana, and okra.

An estimated forty-four percent of the total
Brazilian population is of African descent, with
approximately 75% of Bahia's 2.5 million
occupants being of African descent. Salvador de
Bahia is often referred to as the African soul of
Brazil. It has kept the African traditions of rich
food, music, capoeira, and religious alive.

Throughout the year, people who follow Candomblé
worship orixás , African gods and goddesses. Orixás
are similar to Catholic saints. Each has a distinct
name and a favorite food. People who follow the
Candomblé religion eat meals made from the saint's
favorite food on the day that saint is celebrated.

Iemanjá , the goddess of the ocean, is honored on
February 2 of each year, and her favorite food is
watermelon. Fishermen believe she protects them
when they are out at sea, and that she will send
large schools of fish for them to catch.

The god Oxalá (Jesus Christ), father of all orixás, is
honored at the Bonfim festival, held each year on the
third Thursday in January. Since black beans are
thought to be Oxalá's favorite food, many dishes for
the festival are made with them.

Religious beliefs &

food



Taste of Brazil

0 1 ORKA

Okra also known as lady fingers,

is a classic ingredient derived

from West African cooking. The

Afro Brazilian people would used

this vegetable as an thickening

agent for stews. 

0 2 DENDE (PALM OIL)

Brazil is probably the main

country to use palm oil which

was brought over from West

African and used in dishes such

as Moqueca which is a spicy fish

stew. 

0 3 BLACK BEANS 

Black beans are used throughout

Central, South American and some

parts of the Caribbean, This bean is

mainly featured in stews with pork 

or beef called Feijoada.

0 4 CHILLI  

The african brought over chilli

and ginger to seaso their foods,

this practice can be seen across

the Caribbean, Central and South

America to this day. .

0 5 SMOKED FISH

Another cooking technique

Africans took to Brazil was the

use of dried smoked fish and

shrimp. The oldest African dish in

Brazil, carurú , dates back to the

1600s.

0 6 COCONUT

Like the coconut feature in the

taste of the Caribbean, Brazilians

use coconut in desserts like

Quindins aka coconut marcoons

and many fish and meat stews. 



 Spices and herbs are the foundation of

Caribbean and Brazilian food, Many of

the spices we know today where

brought over from the Indians and

Chinese indentured labourers after

slavery were abolited.  Many dishes like

Curry Chicken or Goat Curry depending

on what island you visit is a direct

connection to South Indian Cooking.

Today's seasoning often contains high

levels of salt as a way of preserving the

spices and adding taste. Fresh herb

seasoning are known in such island like

Trinidad and Tobago, Grenada, Jamaica

and other islands. To achieve a healthy

balance in seasoning why not buy dried

spices and mix them together with pink

sea salt, that way you will have more

control over the content of your

seasoning. 

S E A S O N I N G  A N D

C O O K I N G  M E T H O D S  From the traditional method of cooking such as the

barbaque to the pickling of vegetables and fish. The

african slaves with local tribes and indentured

workers had a massive influnce on the cusine that we

know today. 

The heartly dishes that cames from both regions

served as a way to replenish the hard work of the

workers. The thing that makes this time period so

interesting comes from the slaves using what they

had to make delicious meals and taken different

aspects of other cultures to form the different cuisine

styles that reflect the islands and the peoples

history. 

The traditional use of the clay pot to the dutch pots

made from red dirt, and not forgetting the wooden

barbaque and brick ovens. Which not only adds 

flavour to the dishes but also includes memories of

cooking and celebrating with loved ones whislt

keeping traditional and cultures alive. 

Happy Black History Month! 
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